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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF STUDY AND RESEARCH IN LAW, RANCHI 

2ND NUSRL NATIONAL TRIAL ADVOCACY COMPETITION, 2017 

State of Realkhand v. Mr. Nakul Khanna, Mr. Baldev Khanna & Ms. Rekha Khanna 

In the Court of the Principal Sessions Judge, Rinchi 

Clarifications  

Serial 

No. 

Query Response 

1.  Name - confusion of defence: In the Title of the case 

the titles of defence is "Khanna" where as in the 

witness list "Chatterjee" is written. Which is correct 

one? 

The title of defense witnesses 

is Khanna. Appropriate 

changes have been made to 

the moot problem. 

2.  According to moot rule 4.1 the memorial should be 

in consistence with the CrPC. What does it mean? 

Teams must comply with the 

basic norms and procedures 

of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973. 

3.  Is there any page limit of the memorial as a whole or 

specific page limit regarding statement of facts and 

Arguments advanced? 

Refer to Rule 4.3 (H) of the 

2nd NUSRL NTAC, 2017 

(RULES). The maximum 

limit over arguments 
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advanced is 20 pages. There 

is no limit over the memorial, 

other than that. 

4.  Whether can we present Additional Witnesses during 

the trial? In Moot Proposition, page no. 21, Exhibit-4 

{SCENE OF OFFENCE PANCHNAMA} It has 

been stated that this document will have to be 

proved and exhibited in evidence by the 

prosecution. So can we use Panchas as an additional 

evidence during the trial because Panchas has not 

been listed in the name of Witnesses or we can 

exhibit it through other procedure? 

No. Teams may exhibit it 

through other procedure.  

5.  PW-6- SURESH TIWARY- Why his occupation is 

mentioned as "Marketing Professional" despite the 

fact that presently he is serving as GUARD in 

Nakul's Office. 

His occupation is that of a 

Security Guard. Appropriate 

changes have been made to 

the moot problem. 

6.  Whether the cognizance is taken in the present case, 

as there is nothing mentioned about the stage of the 

trial in the present case? 

Does not need clarification. 

7.  Dress Code  Participants are requested to 

follow the dress code given 

herein below when present in 

any court room during the 

competition,   
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1.  Ladies: White salwar 

and kurta or white 

shirt and black 

trousers or skirt along 

with black coat and 

black shoes; and  

2. Gentlemen: White 

shirt, black trousers 

and black tie along 

with black coat and 

black shoes. 

8.  What amount of money was asked by the deceased? Does not need clarification. 

9.  Did Harmeet give money to the deceased, if yes then 

when?  

Does not need clarification. 

 


